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Abstract

Professional education is the key element of professional and labor socialization of younger generation. The focus of enterprises on innovative development of industrial production, implementation of digital manufacturing and administrative technologies results in increasing demand for innovative engineers possessing applied research competences. Since partner-enterprises act as main customers of engineering competences in innovations, it is extremely difficult to implement new technologies without direct involvement of real economy enterprises in scientific and educational processes. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to find rational technologies to ensure organization and informative content of engineering programs for innovative enterprises of the real sector of economy. The study covers the analysis of some R&D and educational projects implemented at the INTEX research center of technology from 2010 to 2014 at the Institute of Shipbuilding and Arctic Marine Engineering of Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V. Lomonosov. Necessary data were collected via input and output testing of professional retraining students aged 27 to 46. The questionnaire covered 85 engineers of various specialties. Tests developed by the authors included questions concerning the level of students’ readiness to acquire programs of CALS technologies and their satisfaction degree with quality of professional development programs. Results allowed concluding that the “two-commodity” research center model of technology will increase flexibility and adaptability of engineering programs to requirements of innovative production.
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1. Introduction

The change of techno-economic paradigm of various spheres of industrial production and the change of technological setup as a combination of dominating technologies typical for a certain level of production development (Lopatnikov, 2003) inevitably lead to transformation of engineering education, which plays a key role in social and economic development of any developed country. According to “wave theory”, approximately every 50 years the scientific and technical progress is passing through cyclic development (Glaz’yev, 2012; Akayev, 2013). It is established that changes caused by a new technological setup “… go beyond the economy … A new economic paradigm results in … consolidation of general principles governing the relationship between participants of economic development.” (Romanova, Akberdina, & Bukhvalov. 2016). Intellectualization and digital transformation of production and management technologies modify the production and technological structure of enterprises and impose new requirements to engineering graduates from industrial partner-enterprises. The need for professional engineers in the field of digital innovations is globally increasing irrespective of the level of economic and technological progress (Simon’yants, 2014). In recent years, many scientists specializing in students’ training for innovative engineering activity note that digitalization, development, as well as complex equipment and technologies, result in the need for continuous development of new and more advanced cross-disciplinary competences (Rajala, 2012; Rios et al, 2017). The works by (Pakina, 2012; Orlova & Luts, 2015) show that professional education is the key element of professional and labor socialization of the younger generation. In the conditions of changing techno-economic paradigm of industrial production it is critical to find the optimum content of engineering programs and educational technologies of their implementation thus contributing to rapid professional socialization and adaptation of engineers.

Across the globe, the current state of engineering education is rather ambiguous. Hence, the report (UNESCO, 2010) states that all countries around the world face a shortage of engineers, which poses a threat to social development. These problems are common in the whole world. For example, the proceedings of the I International Forum devoted to the issues of modernization of engineering education in the field of aerospace engineering highlight that Chinese and Korean engineering universities place high emphasis on academic exchange programs thus maintaining tight links with industry (Department of Mechanical Engineering of Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 2012). European universities, which actively develop their “experience with industry” are not an exception (Come, Fouger, Hawwash, & Van Petengem, 2013). The USA is famous for its CDIO initiative (The CDIO Initiative, 2012; Crawley, Malmqvist, Ostlund, Brodeur, & Edstrom, 2014) based on the increase in engineering practice within educational programs and closer links with the industry. The project-based approach also deserves particular attention (Petruneva, Vasilyeva, & Toporkova, 2018; Von Grabe, Dietsch, & Winter, 2010; Zamyatina, Mozgaleva, Solovjev, Bokov, & Pozdeeva, 2013). Moreover, competences in PLM systems and standards are recognized as the major applied competences for innovative productions (Mejia-Gutierrez, Carvajal-Arango & Zins, 2015; Vila, Ugarte, Rios, & Abellán, 2017).

Among the Russian technical universities, there are such prominent engineering schools as the Bauman Moscow State Technical University and the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology. The first one is famous for the so-called “Russian method” of engineering education with its practical focus (Fedorov, & Kolesnikov, 2005; Simon’yants, 2013). Through the involvement of junior students in R&D
at various research institutes and knowledge-intensive enterprises, the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology pays special attention to research and development (Medovnikov, & Sarayev, 2013).

The programs and strategies of the RF policy form the basis for national innovative system aimed to promote innovative development of higher education and research at universities. Thus, the target program on research and academic staff development for 2009-2013 resulted in the creation and approbation of state support mechanisms and development of scientific and educational structures of modern research. During this period, a number of research and educational centers (REC) were established as separate structural divisions at leading universities and research organizations of the Russian Federation. Fifty-two projects from 300 organizations received financial support totaling to 6 billion rubles. Over 54% of all applications were from universities subordinate to the Federal Education Agency (Bederdinova, Kremleva, Malygin, & Protasova, 2016). The activities of established REC supplemented target development programs of universities regarding the implementation of educational tasks related to training of highly qualified staff and conducting fundamental and applied research. Currently, Russian and foreign universities continue to improve their organization, methods and technologies of engineering education and shift towards practice-based approach. The establishment of about 1,000 backbone departments at enterprises of the real sector of economy also demonstrates this. Nevertheless, the existing experience in developing a network of research and educational centers at Russian universities makes it possible to confirm that the resources of REC as structural divisions of universities integrating scientific and educational activities are not completely depleted (Venkateswarlu, 2017).

2. Problem Statement

The development of professional engineering competences, on the one hand, shall be followed by active implementation of methods and technologies expanding the culture of engineering thinking. On the other hand, engineering education shall engage a student into research and production activities (Baydenko, 2004; Stepanova, 2009; Won, Menezes, Sharif, Ragusa, & Pacheco-Vega, 2017). Therefore, the development of practice-based research competences is a long iterative process shifting from acquisition of new knowledge to practical activities (Savelieva & Bogolyubova, 2015). This is considered the most complex aspect due to a number of reasons. First, the structure of the majority of curricula is rather rigid and does not ensure the required “flexibility” and fast adaptability of educational technologies to requirements of modern industries. This problem is especially typical and acute for higher educational institutions providing “small series” training of specialists for specific industries according to a variety of specialties and profiles. A typical example of such kind is the Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V. Lomonosov, which provides staff training for enterprises of the United Shipbuilding Corporation on the basis of the Institute of Shipbuilding and Arctic Marine Engineering (Sevmashvtuz) in Severodvinsk. Second, the majority of Russian engineering schools face a big shortage in practical teachers-scientists. This happens since partner-enterprises act as the main customers and consumers of applied and scientific engineering competences (Mishurina, Chuprova, & Mullina, 2016). Thus, it is extremely difficult to implement innovative technologies at universities without direct involvement of enterprises of the real sector of economy in research and education.
3. Research Questions

The issues related to establishing long-standing relations between universities and industrial partners deserve particular attention. The model supporting project-based technologies is perceived as the most advisable. The model is widely tested and presented in various information sources (Von Grabe, Dietsch, & Winter, 2010; Zamyatina, Mozgaleva, Solovjev, Bokov, & Pozdeeva, 2013). The concept of project-based activity is often considered as the development of innovative and entrepreneurial aspects within the university structure (Venkateswarlu, 2017). At the same time, the optimum model of interaction between the enterprise and the university shall accumulate the best practices of both research centers and backbone departments of universities, but shall not duplicate them completely.

4. Purpose of the Study

The main purpose of the study is to find rational technologies to ensure training of engineers for innovative enterprises of the real sector of economy through the creation of the model of research center of technology reflecting mechanisms of optimum relations between enterprises and universities.

5. Research Methods

The study covered the project results of INTEX research center of technology (Innovative technologies of design-engineering and economic support of knowledge-intensive productions). The project was implemented from 2010 to 2014 on the basis of Sevmashvuz (since 2012 – the Institute of Shipbuilding and Arctic Marine Engineering of Northern (Arctic) Federal University named after M.V. Lomonosovov) within the analytical target program Development of Potential of the Higher School (2009-2011) of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation. One of main tasks of the research center was to conduct R&D works within the federal target program Development of Civil Marine Facilities for 2009-2016 simultaneously accompanied by the implementation of professional development programs. The R&D works devoted to the Development of high-loaded threaded blade-hub joints for ice-class vessels carried out within the federal target program included the development and implementation of the following modules: 3D computer simulation and design documentation for marine engineering, Automated design systems in professional activity, Geometric simulation of ship structures and systems. The R&D works devoted to the Development of scientific principles of microprocessor control of single-drive mechatronic complexes with network coordinate system included the development and implementation of the following modules: Development of mechanical technologies via CAD/CAM systems (JSC Top Systems, Russia), Compass 3D (JSC Askon, Russia), Creo Parametric (PTC, USA), Windchill (PTC, USA). The average number of students within each group varied from 15 to 18 people aged from 27 to 47 years having the following professional profiles: design engineers, process engineers, software engineers, engineer-economists. All programs were adjusted to meet the requirement of enterprises being the main customers. The topics of final qualification works were approved by managers of industrial divisions and were directly
linked to real production targets performed by workers. Practical tasks corresponded to R&D works fulfilled under business contracts.

Various methods of data collection and information analysis were used in the study. The data was collected via sociological survey presented as input and output testing of program students. Eighty-five engineers from different industrial divisions, among them 76% at the age of 27-35 years and 24% at the age of 36-46 years took part in the survey. The objective of questions within the input testing developed by the authors was to determine the level of interdisciplinary knowledge and define the students’ readiness to master the core content of educational programs. The tests (in total 25 questions) included the issues of geometric simulation of technical objects, CAD, database management systems (DBMS), electronic workflow, data formats and basic concepts of CALS technologies. The statistical significance of dependence of different factors on students’ age was estimated by means of the Pearson criterion $\chi^2$ (p<0.05). Then the percentage ratio was defined. The objective of output testing was to determine students’ satisfaction with educational programs according to the following criteria: theoretical part (general methodology of CALS standardization); practical part (laboratory course); training program in general and teachers’ performance. The tests included students’ observations (both positive and negative) and recommendations on program improvement. The evaluation was based on a 1-5 scale. The output testing showed average estimates, dispersion and coefficient of variation. The significance of the output testing was defined against the t-criterion at p<0.05.

The analysis of tests and R&D performance indicators formed the basis for structural and functional model of the research center alongside with recommendations to enterprises on mechanisms of the most effective relations with partner-universities.

6. Findings

The results of input testing regarding the level of students’ readiness to perceive educational programs are shown in Table 1 and in Figures 1-2.

**Table 01. Results of input testing regarding the level of students’ readiness to perceive educational programs in Production Informatization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (all people)</th>
<th>The percentage of correct answers, % (people)</th>
<th>80-100%</th>
<th>60-80%</th>
<th>40-60%</th>
<th>less than 40 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-35 years (65 people)</td>
<td>21 (14 people)</td>
<td>42 (27 people)</td>
<td>13 (8 people)</td>
<td>24 (16 person)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-46 years (20 people)</td>
<td>5 (1 person)</td>
<td>30 (6 people)</td>
<td>25 (5 people)</td>
<td>40 (8 people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18 (15 people)</td>
<td>39 (33 people)</td>
<td>15 (13 people)</td>
<td>28 (24 people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More than a half of students – 48 people (57%) gave correct answers to test questions (60-100% of correct answers). The percentage of correct answers in the age group under 36 years is significantly higher than in the age group of 36-47 years (63% against 35%). It is noteworthy that 40% of students of the senior age group failed the input testing. Questions related to fundamentals of theory of data structures (databases), data exchange formats between CAD systems and Internet-technologies were difficult to answer despite the fact that 96% of all students were experienced users of computer engineering geometry. The fact is that engineers of this age group earned their main education in the late 1980s of the last century. During this period, the availability of information technologies was extremely limited, and engineering programs did not pay enough attention to information technologies.

Table 2 shows the degree of students’ satisfaction with programs.
Table 02. Results of output testing of students regarding the degree of satisfaction with programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation (on 1-5 scale)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical part (general methodology of CALS-standardization)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical part (quality of laboratory course)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training program in general</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ performance</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of students noted that the most useful part of all programs was the general methodology of CALS-standardization and practical skills related to 3D computer-aided engineering systems, integration of data and description of product structures without specific IT platforms, electronic workflow. Approximately 82% of students of all enterprises were positive to recommend the program to their colleagues. Ninety-two percent of students highlighted the quality of practical tasks closely linked to real problems of enterprises. Despite some disadvantages in program implementation, the general results shall be considered positive.

The R&D resulted in 12 patents for inventions, 2 candidate’s theses, 10 scientific articles published in various journals. The results of R&D projects and implementation of professional development programs at INTEX research center of technology allowed creating the functional structure of “two-commodity” scientific and educational division presented in Figure 3.

Figure 03. Functional and organizational structure of the research center
A variety of educational programs forms the core of any educational division of the university (faculty, institute, department). The product of such division is the development of certain students’ competences confirmed with the corresponding certificate (diploma). The design of “educational products” is one aspect within the range of activities of the university educational division. On the other hand, the need for research forces scientists, teachers, post-graduate students, masters or specialists of the university to unite into interest teams or groups united by a joint contract. These teams are usually temporal and include workers and students from different departments and faculties to fulfill the project. As a rule, these are experts of various engineering profiles.

It should also be noted that the result of such teams in the form of commercialized products and technologies (“scientific product”) may not only support the educational process, but also supplement it organically thus providing students with invaluable knowledge and expertise through the search of research solution. In spite of the fact that the main task of research divisions is to provide research services through R&D, the knowledge shall be transformed into the “educational product”. The work of project teams is monitored by the Scientific and Methodical Council (SMC), which not only makes recommendations regarding performers of scientific and educational projects, but also provides material, technical, information and intellectual resources. SMC also serves the collegial body of project management. It personalizes the list of project performers, defines roles and level of responsibility of every member in order to achieve the project goals. The structure of Scientific and Methodical Council shall include representatives of the enterprise. Besides, the council includes the project manager, program supervisor (supervisors), research supervisor. The methodical council shall perform expert functions and try to solve the matter in case of contradictions and conflicts. The main organizational substructure of a project-based model ensuring implementation of a specific project is a design group. The task of the design group is to create and implement a new “product” (educational and/or research). The technological group is engaged in a very important task related to search and initiation of new projects and their analytical support. The technological group is established to support projects and its activity is aimed to maintain various project-related works thus allocating “serial” products. Such “serial” programs or developments contribute to stability within the research center of technology and provide for its independence from various external conditions.

Two-commodity project-based approach allows not only increasing adaptability of educational programs to changes in industry demands for highly qualified personnel, but also helps students to acquire their future profession, to specify and adjust the educational profile, to understand the importance of fundamental knowledge and to gain practical expertise, i.e. to promote professional and labor socialization.

7. Conclusion

The present study and R&D piloted at the project-based INTEX research center of technology may result in the following recommendations to industrial enterprises ensuring complex technological modernization, mastering new types of equipment or implementing new technologies:

- within production modernization programs it is necessary to involve interdisciplinary core business units of partner-universities to perform research and R&D works within project teams with simultaneous involvement of advanced young production workers to such activities;
- within implementation of research and R&D projects there is a need to develop joint educational modules both as part of basic and additional educational programs;
- to ensure continuous search of new R&D application areas in order to carry out joint studies in the field of advanced production technologies with simultaneous design of new educational programs.

The implementation of the above recommendations on the basis of interdisciplinary core business units will strengthen the integration of universities with industry, support and improve qualification of research and academic staff, and provide industries with competitive engineers.
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